Welsh Darts Organisation
Cymdeithas Dartiau Cymru
To all Counties and Super league Teams in Wales
The UKDA have completely failed to give any firm assurances not to undermine the Welsh Darts Organisation, and they do not
wish to have any meaningful working relationship whatsoever with the Welsh Darts Organisation.
In order to retain the integrity of the WDO and its member counties, helping them to maintain and honour their longstanding
agreements with Red Dragon. To put the pride back into Welsh darts and to get back to what we were all originally set up to do.
Play Super League to play for your county, play for your county to be selected for your Country, There is no better honour in any
sport than being the very best and being able to play for Wales and becoming Welsh Darts Champions.
As official members of the World Darts Federation, to retain our honour, dignity and to put the pride back into Welsh darts the
executive council are recommending the following:The setting up of a new Wales only Welsh Dragons Super Leagues for Men & Ladies.
The Dragons Super Leagues will be run as per usual by each member county
All super league players will be member of their county becoming members of the WDO .There will be no need for any additional
unnecessary databases. Each super league will still record their results player’s wins losses and averages then send them to the
county. The county will still use them for talent identification; the county will record county results passing players with potential
onto the WDO manager for international selection.
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Each Dragons Super League team will be able play on a dart board of their choice
The WDO will run a Dragons Super League Champions Cup competition for the winners of each county,
The WDO will run a Dragons Super league Bowl competition for the runners up of each county
The WDO will run a Dragons Super league Plate competition for the bottom team of each county.
The WDO will run a Dragons Super League Singles competition for the champions of each county
The WDO will run a Dragons Super league Doubles competition for the champions of each county.

All of the above competitions will be in addition to the long standing WDF World Masters, WDF World Championship play-offs and
the annual Welsh Individual tournament .This is the only avenue that players will have to qualify for these events as Wales is a full
member of the World Darts Organisation. Players will also be able to enter open competitions of their choosing with no restrictions.
Currently the only restrictions in place are for the PDC 128 Tour Card holders which is set by the PDC
We feel this programme will provide an incentive for more super leagues teams to set up as well as an added incentive for super
league teams from the bottom to the top to keep playing their fixtures on a regular basis.
v Welsh Dragons Inter County Championship
The Welsh Darts Organisation is also prepared to run an all-Wales Inter-Counties competition for each of the member counties.
This could be the common sense and ideal way to finding a way back to normality from the pandemic. While at the same time
helping to ensure the Welsh Darts Organisation remains in existence to provide opportunities for its members and uphold our longstanding traditions.
Finance & Fees the WDO Executive in consultation with the Counties will decide and set fees that are fair, realistic and affordable.
For existing Members there will be no fees to pay to Wales for the first season as their pre pandemic contributions have been held
over. Sponsorship will be sort to enhance prize money. We are also working on an initiative to provide Super league teams with
dartboards at very competitive prices.
We want all of the money from Wales to stay in Wales to benefit Welsh Darts.

